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Research Article 

A Method for Estimating Size of Population Aged 90 and over with 
Application to the 2000 U.S. Census Data 

Kirill F. Andreev 1 

Abstract 

In many countries population estimates are unreliable at higher ages.  In this article a 
method for producing an independent estimate of population aged 90+ from data on 
deaths and population estimates at lower ages is developed.  The method builds on an 
indirect mortality estimate from deaths only and on an estimate of rate of mortality 
change.  Theoretical foundation and bias expected on application of this procedure to 
the real data are discussed as well.  Testing of this method on accurate demographic 
data shows its superiority over available procedures.  The method has been applied to 
the evaluation of size of population 90+ in the census 2000 of the United States.  The 
results show a high degree of agreement between two estimates, but the possibility of 
slight overestimation of males in census data cannot be completely ruled out.  To 
facilitate the application of this method, a computer program is provided as well. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the last century, developed countries experienced an unprecedented increase in 
life expectancy at birth.  As death rates at younger ages reached exceptionally low 
levels, the focus of mortality research shifted towards analysis of mortality 
developments at older ages.  It turned out that only a few countries have reliable data 
for advanced ages covering mostly recent periods.  Population figures regularly 
returned by censuses at ages exceeding ninety or one hundred years are often 
overstated, and if combined with deaths, produce obviously incorrect estimates of death 
rates.   This observation is often supported by analysis of time trends in death rates and 
age specific schedules at the time a census is conducted.  More reasonable estimates of 
death rates can be obtained by the extinct generation method pioneered by Vincent in 
1951.  In this method a population at risk is produced by summing up the deaths that 
occur in the current cohort above a certain age.  This method relies on higher accuracy 
of age reporting on death certificates than on census returns.  It also assumes that 
migration is negligible and can be safely ignored.   

To apply the extinct generation method, it is necessary to wait until there are no 
survivors in a cohort.  As a result we are not able to produce estimates for the most 
recent years, as younger cohorts are not extinct yet.  This realization led to the 
development of the almost extinct generation (cohort) method in which populations at 
risk are obtained by summing up both deaths and survivors of the respective cohorts 
(Kannisto, 1994).  By applying this method, death rates can be computed for all years 
with available deaths.  

The almost extinct cohort method requires population estimates at the end of the 
last year with available death data.  These population estimates have to be available by 
single year of age up to the highest age attained (Kannisto, 1994; Wilmoth, 2002).  In 
many countries such data are not readily available.  A common observation is that 
population estimates become progressively unreliable with age. Consequently, they are 
often published as an open age group e.g. 90 and over.  To apply this method, we 
therefore need to estimate the population above 90 by single year of age. 

Thatcher et. al. (2002) carried out an extensive evaluation of three methods and 
their several variants for estimating population at high ages from data on deaths.  They 
can all use either information on deaths only for producing population estimates, or 
constrain the resulting population estimates to available external population estimates 
e.g. 90 or 90+.  With help of the adjustable parameters or simple prorating, the 
constrained variants of the methods are able to reproduce external population 90 or 90+ 
exactly. 

This study found that the constrained methods perform significantly better than 
unconstrained ones with typical errors 1–5%, while unconstrained methods tend to 
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underestimate population and have larger errors, typically 5%–15%.  As a result, the 
survivor ratio method SR(5,5,90+) (Thatcher et. al., 2002) has been incorporated into 
the methodology of two major resources on human mortality: Kannisto-Thatcher 
Database and Human Mortality Database. 

Aggregating population in a lump sum above a certain age does not eliminate all 
data inaccuracies.  Population in an open age group might be lower or more commonly 
higher than a true value.  If the published total at ages 90+ is overstated, then the 
population estimates returned by the SR(5,5,90+) method for ages above 90 will be too 
high, the corresponding death rates will be too low, and time series of death rates will 
exhibit a sharp downward trend.  An independent check for size of population 90+ is 
therefore needed. 

Unconstrained variants tested by Thatcher et. al. (2002) might serve this purpose, 
but as noted by the authors, they tend to underestimate the observed population as 
mortality decline at advanced ages is not taken into account in both methods.  The only 
method, MD(10), which addresses these problems, requires a long series of death rates 
which might not be available or be of doubtful quality, so this method has been 
excluded from consideration.   

To overcome bias inherent in these two methods, a new procedure based on the 
Das Gupta’s method has been developed.  This method incorporates population 
estimates at lower ages in order to produce an indirect estimate of rate of mortality 
decline, improving by this means the original method.  Evaluation of performance of 
this method has been carried out on reliable data for several developed countries.  
Finally, this method has been applied to estimating the size of the 90+ U.S. population 
on 1 January 2000, for purposes of comparison with the 2000 census data.  To facilitate 
application of this method, a numerical example and computer programs written in 
Matlab language (The MathWorks, 2004) are provided as well.  

 
 

2. Das Gupta’s original method 

Das Gupta (1990) developed an extension of variant of the method of extinct generation 
in order to revise age distribution in the United States at age 85 and over in 1980, by 
race and sex.  His work was motivated by strong evidence of age overstatement in the 
1980 census population.  Death rates computed in a traditional way, by matching deaths 
from vital statistics and the 1980 census population estimates, exhibited an erratic bell-
shaped pattern of mortality for all race-sex groups.  However, the evidence available 
from more accurate data (Coale and Kisker, 1990; Kannisto, 1994; Kannisto, 1996) 
suggests that death rates at very old ages continue to increase.  Therefore, the observed 
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declines in death rates are likely to be attributed to age misreporting in population and 
death data.   

Migration at advanced ages is very low, and by taking advantage of this fact, 
alternative population estimates can be produced.  If we need, for example, to estimate 
the population on January 1st, aged [x,x+1] in the year y, we can sum all deaths that 
occurred in the cohort y-x-1 after this date.  In essence, this procedure constitutes a 
method of extinct generations proposed by Vincent (1951). 

At the time Das Gupta was working on this problem, the death counts were only 
available for years 1980–88, so application of the extinct generation method was not 
possible, as cohorts aged 85 and over in the year 1980 were not extinct by January 1, 
1989.  Therefore he needed to estimate the population on January 1, 1989, which, in 
combination with deaths between 1980 and 1988, can produce population estimates for 
the year 1980. 

This extension of the extinct cohort method is sometimes denoted as the almost 
extinct cohort method, as it does not rely entirely on deaths as proposed originally by 
Vincent (1951).  Rather, it also incorporates population estimates at the end of the last 
year with available death data.  Clearly, for any closed population, death rates for the 
entire period can be estimated from the population structure in the last year and deaths 
in the preceding years, provided there are no errors in the data. 

Before constructing the new estimates, Das Gupta also made several adjustments 
to the raw data on deaths for the years 1980–1988 in attempt to correct for possible data 
errors.  Firstly, he applied age-specific distribution of deaths available from Medicare 
data to all deaths above 70.  The Medicare data are expected to provide more reliable 
pattern of death distribution at ages 70+ because of the legal requirement; the enrollees 
must provide proof of age at the time they enroll.  He also converted Medicare data 
from “calendar age” to “age last birthday” by averaging two successive ages, 
distributed deaths with unknown age and sex-race attributes, and applied 3-year moving 
average smoothing to correct for possible age-heaping. 

In order to compute the population on January 1, 1989, Das Gupta estimates the 
number of deaths which are still to come in the cohorts reaching age 85 and over in 
1988.  He does this by estimating vector of age-specific death ratios from observed 
data, and by applying them to the deaths in the last year to compute future deaths.  By 
summing up deaths starting with the oldest population, estimates for 1989 are produced.  
As a next step he combines population estimates with deaths in the years 1980–1988 to 
produce population estimates at the time of the 1980 census.  Finally, he adjusts 
population estimates by multiplying them by a constant factor for the totals at ages 85+ 
to agree with the corresponding totals in the U.S. census for each race-sex group. 

Figure 1 provides an illustration of the main idea behind the Das Gupta method.  
Let txN ,1+ be an unknown population aged [x+1,x+2] at the beginning of the year t ; 
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let 1, −txD  be deaths in the cohort c = t-x-2 in the year t-1 (single green vertical trapezoid 

in Fig. 1) and let xn r  be the n-years death ratio of deaths at age x+1 to deaths at age x 

in the cohort direction.  Figure 1 shows computations of xr3  which is a ratio of deaths 

aggregated over the red area on Lexis diagram to those in the blue area (n=3): 
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Future deaths for the cohort c are estimated by applying estimated death ratios xr  

to the observed deaths at age x (green vertical trapezoids in Fig. 1): 
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The procedure used here for computation of the death ratios xn r and survivor 

estimates differs in several respects from that which was originally described by Das 
Gupta.  First, no adjustments have been applied to the raw data on deaths.  Second, Das 
Gupta used deaths aggregated over cohorts and ages (horizontal trapezoids on Lexis 
diagram) while the death ratios computed here are based on deaths aggregated over 
cohorts and years (vertical trapezoids on Lexis diagram). 

Furthermore, no estimation of future deaths is required.  Indeed, if age-specific 
probability of dying (Note 1) is defined as follows 
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It is easy to show that Das Gupta’s procedure results in the following estimates for 
the odds 

 
0),1( 1,11,11, =+= −+−+− ttxxtx uuru ω        (4) 

 
and population 
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Equations (2)–(5) demonstrate that despite computations of the future deaths in the 

original Das Gupta method, no projections of the future deaths are really made.  
Instead, the Das Gupta method relies on deaths observed in preceding years to produce 
an indirect estimate of death rates in the current year.  In the following section implicit 
mortality assumptions underlying this estimation procedure are provided. 

 
 

3. Implicit assumptions underlying the Das Gupta method 

Bennett and Horiuchi (1981) derived a general relationship of the dynamics of closed 
populations which states that for a given year y population density at age x )(xN  can be 
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These functions depend both on age and on time, but the time parameter y is 

omitted here and later on if no ambiguity is introduced.  By definition mortality surface 
is equal to ),(/),(),( yxNyxDyx =µ  and it follows immediately that ρ  can be 

decomposed as  
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where 
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death density surfaces at the same age x (and time): 
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It follows from (9) that for computation of population from deaths at the same age, 

both )(xλ and )(xη  functions are required.  Suppose that death rates are stable in the 

current year ( 0)( ≡xη ) then Equ. (9) can be indeed approximated by 
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Gupta’s cohort death ratios.  In other words population xN  can be indeed estimated by 

applying the cohort death ratios to the deaths xD  at the same age provided that the 

population is stable and we are able to estimate all quantities from real data without 
errors.  This relation is precise as it follows from theoretical relations in closed 
populations. 

If death rates are declining ( 0<η ) then population estimates produced by the 

original Das Gupta method will be lower than the real values because an implicit 
assumption of the original method is that 0=η .  However, this function has to be taken 

into account for computing xN  from xD  as it follows from (9).  Understanding this 
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bias is important for the application of this method because Kannisto (1994) showed 
that death rates at older ages have been declining over the past several decades.  
Implying that 0=η  constitutes, hence the main source of bias in the original Das 

Gupta method. 
Another way to look at Equ. (9) is to take the reciprocal of both parts and multiply 

them by )(xD .  This produces a relation between death and mortality surfaces: 
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Again, if 0)( ≡xη , then the period mortality can be estimated entirely from the 

observed cohort death ratios in the same year.  Therefore Das Gupta’s death ratios 
include all the necessary information for producing an indirect estimate of death rates in 
the current year.  This estimate is based though on the assumption that mortality is 
constant in the current year.  If death rates were declining, mortality would be 
overestimated by this procedure.  The value of bias depends on the magnitude of the 
rate of mortality decline. 

In general case µ  depends both on λ  and η  functions but the η  is not known 

until the estimates of mortality are obtained.  Therefore, information on deaths above 
age x is not sufficient to produce an estimate of death rates in a population with 
changing mortality because there is no data for estimating the rate of mortality change 
η .  This function can be only predicted by using some additional information.  In the 

method described below, this function η  is predicted by using information on an 

observed population at lower ages. 
 
 

4. Method 

The method proposed here is based on an empirical observation that rates of mortality 
improvement at advanced ages are declining over age (Fig. 2).  For example, if death 
rates are declining by 2% at age 80, the rate of decline might be down to 1% at age 90 
and maybe close to 0 at age 100.  This suggests that the )(xη  can be reasonably 

approximated by a linear function: 
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There is no compelling evidence on the functional forms of η  as estimated from 

real data; it might be closer to exponential or logistic than to the linear form, but for our 
purposes such specification of )(xη  appeared to be flexible enough to cope with the 

problems inherent in the original Das Gupta method. 

Let us write Equ. (9) as dttDxN
x
∫
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= )()( *  which can be recognized as the method 

of extinct generations ( *D  - deaths still to come in the Das Gupta’s terminology).  For 
any given t ratio of deaths at adjacent ages can be approximated by the product of two 
items: one is related to the observed death ratio in the current year and another to the 
unobserved rate of mortality improvement: 
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By taking (11) into account, Equ. (1) can be modified as follows 
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where xn r  is obtained by (1) and 0x  is the starting age of the xn r sequence. 

If *
xN  is a population estimate produced by using the modified death ratio 

sequence (12) and by applying equations (4), (5), and if xP  is the observed population 

at lower ages, then parameters 10,ββ  can be estimated by minimizing the squared 

difference between two population series: 
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For contemporary populations and ordinary annual conditions we would expect 

0β  to be positive and equal approximately to the rate of mortality decline at age 10 +x .  

Parameter 1β  is expected to be negative to capture the age-specific pattern of mortality 

change over time. 
The ordinary Das Gupta method requires only deaths above certain age 1x  to 

produce survivor estimates.  This method in addition requires both deaths and 
population estimates at lower ages in order to estimate the s'β  parameters.  Such 
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information is usually readily available and expected to be of a better quality than that 
at the higher ages. 

 
 

5. Performance evaluation 

The proposed method (hereafter DA, Das Gupta Advanced) has been compared with 
the SR(5,5), DG(3) and DG(5) methods (Thatcher et. al., 2002) on data for ten 
populations over the 1980–1995 period.  Death ratios have been estimated from deaths 
in four previous years (n=3), and population estimates at ages 81 to 89 have been used 
to estimate the s'β  parameters.  No information on the population at age 90 or above 

has been incorporated for producing survivor estimates.  This variant of the DA method 
is designated hereafter as DA(3). 

Data for all countries has been retrieved either from the Human Mortality Database 
or from the Kannisto-Thatcher database.  Population estimates produced by all methods 
have been compared with the population estimates obtained by the extinct generation 
method, which is believed to provide the most reliable basis for comparison (Kannisto, 
1994).  This method relies entirely on death statistics, which is generally of better 
quality than population statistics; still its performance might deteriorate from age 
misreporting on death certificates (Rosenwaike, 1981; Preston, Elo and Stewart, 1999). 

To rely on the extinct cohort population only, data until 1995 has been used 
despite the fact that data for almost all countries are available up to the year 2000 and 
later.  Both databases that supplied data for this project rely on almost extinct 
generation methods for reconstructing a population at age 80 and over.  By selecting the 
year 1995 as the last year in our comparisons, we can ensure that benchmark population 
is produced almost entirely by the extinct cohort method.  Estimates of survivors of 
non-extinct cohorts, especially stemming from the postcensal population estimates, 
might be less reliable than the extinct cohort population estimates, so they have been 
deliberately excluded from the analysis. 

For each calendar year, sex and country population at age 90 and over has been 
estimated by all methods included in comparisons, and compared with estimates 

produced by the almost extinct cohort method.  Relative errors %1001
90

90

⋅
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single calendar year are plotted in Figure 3 and overall totals for the entire period are 
provided in Table 1. 

Figure 3 shows that the DA(3) method produced excellent results for countries 
with large populations (England and Wales, France, Japan and United States).  An 
extreme example is the female population of Japan.  Death rates for Japanese females 
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have been declining very rapidly over the last several decades and we would expect that 
the methods which are not taking the current rate of mortality improvement into 
account i.e. DG and SR, would produce significantly lower survivor estimates than the 
DA method, even at such extreme ages as 90 and over. 

Indeed as it follows from Table 1, the total relative error is only 0.3% for the 
DA(3) method, while it is -16.8%, -10.1% and -11.9% for the SR(5,5), DG(3) and 
DG(5) methods, respectively.  Such great underestimating of a population by ordinary 
methods is attributed to the extraordinary reductions in Japanese mortality. 

For England and Wales, France and the United States, the DA(3) method also 
shows superior performance as compared to its competitors.  Population estimates 
produced by this method differ usually by less than 5%, as compared to almost extinct 
cohort estimates with quite a few exceptions.  The total relative errors are even lower: 
ranging from 2% for the female population of England and Wales to 0.2% for France. 

For smaller countries (Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and 
Switzerland) the results are less perfect.  Variance in population estimates appears to be 
comparable with other methods and it is significantly higher than that for large 
countries.  The method still produces good results but the difference between this 
method and others is not as marked as before. 

A good sign is that the method does not introduce any constant bias into the 
estimates, suggesting that the main source of variation in population estimates is 
variation in the estimated cohort death ratios.  For Sweden, for example, population 
estimates produced by the SR(5,5) method are always a few percent lower than the 
observed numbers (Fig. 3), while for the DA(3) they are hovering above and below the 
real values.  Consequently, the total relative errors (Table 1) are -3.3% (-4.6%) for 
SR(5,5) and only 1.4% (1.4%) for the DA(3), for males and females, respectively.  In 
overall, of all 20 populations analyzed, the total relative errors of the DA(3) method are 
less than 0.5% for 8 populations, between 0.5% and 1% for 6 populations, between 
1%–2% for 5 populations, and above 2% for a single population only (Table 1).  By 
taking row averages in Table 1, the DA average error is only 0.4% for males and 0.8 for 
females, the best value in both cases. 

 
 

6. Application to the 2000 U.S. Census data 

The main incentive for this project was the evaluation of the size of population aged 90 
and over in the 2000 U.S. census.  The U.S. population data at high ages has been long 
suspected of low quality i.e. severely affected by age misreporting problems (Coale and 
Kisker, 1986; Coale and Kisker, 1990; Elo and Preston, 1994; Hill, Preston and 
Rosenwaike, 2000).  In particular the research project carried out by Das Gupta was 
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motivated by strong evidence of age overstatement in the oldest segment of the 
population in the 1980 census.  An answer to the question whether the population 90+ 
can be incorporated into mortality estimates is therefore of crucial importance for 
investigating recent trends in the oldest-old mortality. 

Table 0 includes results of the application of the DA method to the U.S. data.  The 
method relies on the census population adjusted at the beginning of the year 2000 at 
ages 81–89, and on deaths at ages above 80 in the four preceding years.  The deaths 
stem from an independent source: from the author’s tabulations of individual death 
certificates data compiled by the National Center of Health Statistics as described in the 
documentation on the U.S. database at www.mortality.org.  The numerical example 
provided with this article includes original data for the U.S. females and intermediate 
results.  An interested reader might explore it for details of computations. 

Population of females on January 1, 2000 as estimated by the DA(3) method is 
nearly a perfect match both in population enumerated in the census and the census 
population adjusted at the beginning of the year 2000.  The census and adjusted 
population are lower than the DA(3) population only by 0.04% and 0.17%, respectively.  
Such a high degree of correspondence between the estimates was completely 
unexpected. 

The SR(5,5) method produced an estimate which is 4.4% higher than that of the 
DA(3) method.  This is also surprising, as we would have expected that the SR 
estimates be generally lower than the observed numbers in populations with declining 
mortality.  This might be a random variation but a more probable reason is that female 
death rates at the high ages were on the rise over the late 1990s.  If death rates are 
increasing, the SR method will overestimate population instead of underestimating it, as 
in the case of declining mortality.  Exploring estimates of the s'β  parameters of the 

DA(3) method lends more support to the latter point of view.  The values =0β  -0.0052 

and =1β  -0.00089 correspond to the case of increasing mortality ( 00 <β ).  It might 

not have been explicitly stated before, but it demonstrates that the DA method is 
capable of handling such cases as well. 

For males the difference between the census and adjusted populations and that 
produced by the DA(3) method is about 3.6% and 2.6%, respectively.  Examination of 
the DA method parameters ( =0β 0.0071 and =1β  -0.00026) shows that male death 

rates have been declining, so we would expect that the SR(5,5) estimates be somewhat 
lower than the real numbers.  The estimates are indeed lower than the DA(3) numbers 
by 2.6%, suggesting that the number of males might be slightly overestimated in the 
2000 census i.e. 335,000 seems to be somewhat more plausible than 346,913.  
However, the estimates of the male population are subject to a greater degree of 
uncertainty than the female population because much fewer males survive to such 
advanced ages. 
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In order to test the method on allegedly faulty data the method has been applied to 
check the 1980 census population.  Recall that Das Gupta’s original research was 
motivated by some evidence of age overstatement in the 1980 census at ages above 85.  
For 1980 it was also possible to produce estimates by the extinct generation method, as 
now deaths are available up to the year 2000.  The DA method incorporated extinct 
generation estimates at ages 81–89 for estimation of the s'β  parameters. 

As it follows from Table 0 agreement between the DA(3) and extinct cohort 
estimates is good.  The latter are only 3.2% lower for males and 0.7% lower for females 
than the DA(3) estimates.  The census population appears to be significantly higher: 
9.7% and 7.1%, while the SR(5,5) estimates are much lower: 15.4% and 19.5%, for 
males and females, respectively.  The results confirm that the population in the 1980 
census is significantly inflated at advanced ages, and demonstrate usefulness of the 
developed method. 

The close agreement between the DA estimates and extinct cohort estimates might 
be influenced by the incorporation of the extinct cohort population into the DA method 
at ages 81–89.  In order to gain more confidence in the inference regarding the 2000 
census data, two additional checks have been carried out.  First, a proportion of 
population 90+ in the total population has been compared with that observed in other 
countries at a time close to the year 2000 (Fig. 4).  This figure indicates that the U.S. 
proportion does not appear as an outlier on this graph, suggesting that it is not inflated 
to some notable amount by age overstatement or some other data distortion mechanism. 

Second, the population aged 80+ enumerated in the 1990 census has been adjusted 
to the time of the 2000 census by subtracting deaths between two census dates.  If there 
are no errors in population counts, migration is negligible and death registration is 
accurate and complete, then agreement between the adjusted 1990 population and the 
2000 census population should be very high.  The 1990 census adjusted population 
appeared, however, to be 14% and 4% higher for males and females, respectively, than 
the population enumerated in the 2000 census.  Obviously this does not provide any 
evidence that the population in 2000 is inflated.  The differences are rather large and it 
seems they manifest that the population 80+ is overestimated in the 1990 census.  By 
reducing the male population in 1990 by 2.2% and the female population by 0.9%, we 
can obtain a precise correspondence between the adjusted and observed population in 
2000.  Due to extremely fast tapering of population with age, these percentages are 
significantly lower than the percentages of disagreement between these two sets of 
estimates. 

To summarize, checking the size of population 90+ in the 2000 U.S. census did not 
reveal any significant discrepancies both in male and female populations, suggesting 
that they are of good quality.  There is a remote chance however that the size of the 
male population is overestimated.  This check does not imply that the single-age 
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population above 90 is correct. The errors might mount as age increases, and there is 
some indication the numbers are inflated at the highest ages, typically above 100 or 
105. 

 
 

7. Summary and future enhancements 

Estimation of death rates at advanced ages is often hampered by the lack of single age 
population up to the highest age attained.  For many countries, for example, population 
above age 90 is aggregated in a single lump group: age 90 and over.  To address such 
problems several methods of survivor estimates have been tested by Thatcher et. al. 
(2002).  They arrived at the conclusion that the survivor ratio method aggregated over 
five cohorts and five years of age constrained to the population aged 90 and over 
(SR(5,5,90+)) is the most preferable one.  Consequently, this method has been adapted 
for estimating population at advanced ages in two major resources on human mortality: 
Kannisto-Thatcher Database and Human Mortality Database. 

The SR(5,5,90+) method relies on available population 90+, which quality is taken 
for granted.  Evidence available from existing demographic data indicates that size of a 
population at very old ages is rather vulnerable to age misreporting errors.  Commonly, 
data errors act in such a way that population at the highest ages is inflated.  By 
incorporating an inflated population 90+ into the almost extinct cohort method the 
resulting population estimates would be too high and the resulting death rates would be 
too low.  To improve quality of mortality estimates a method providing an independent 
estimate of population 90+ is required. 

As shown above the methods currently available for addressing this problem are 
based on the assumption that the death rates are not changing in the year for which 
population estimates have to be produced.  Applying such methods without proper 
constraints i.e. without incorporation of population aged 90+, will underestimate the 
current population which in turn will result in the flattening of trends in death rates at 
the end of the observation period.  Therefore assumptions built into the methods will 
express themselves in the final mortality statistics and might influence inference 
regarding recent reductions in mortality at advanced ages. 

To avoid this a new method incorporating only information on deaths and 
population statistics below age 90 has been developed.  It stems from the re-evaluation 
of underlying assumptions of Das Gupta’s original method and from empirical evidence 
on the age pattern of mortality decline at advanced ages.  The method produces 
population estimates, which are highly consistent with the extinct cohort estimates for 
the countries with reliable data, especially for countries with large populations.  
Contrary to the extinct cohort method it relies on a minimal amount of the available 
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data.  In the applications of this method, for example, only deaths in four subsequent 
years and population estimates at ages 81–89 had been used. 

To produce a population 90+ estimate, the DA method relies on an indirect 
estimate of death rates and on an indirect estimate of rates of mortality change over 
time.  These estimates can be used on their own if one is more interested in producing 
mortality estimates entirely from data on deaths rather than in evaluating the quality of 
a population aged 90 and over.  It should be stressed, however, that the method has 
been developed for very old ages only and assumptions incorporated into it (e.g. no 
migration and a specific pattern of mortality change) are not applicable for the entire 
age range.  Being built on general relations in closed populations, this method is 
applicable to any geographical area e.g. states and regions but, as discussed below, its 
performance might be affected by small population sizes.  In addition, migration at 
advanced ages cannot be completely ruled out on the state or regional level. 

Further enhancements of this method will require addressing several issues.  The 
most important are: a) variation in population estimates for countries with small 
populations, b) sensitivity to annual fluctuations in deaths, c) migration and d) cohort 
effects in population data. 

The main source of variation in population estimates produced by the DA method 
is likely due to variation in estimates of death ratios.  This is clearly more important for 
countries with small population sizes rather than for large countries.  Trying different 
smoothing procedures (e.g. splines) for estimating xn r  might help to improve the 

population estimates.  
Sensitivity of the DA method to annual fluctuations in deaths arises from applying 

the estimated death ratios to the deaths in the previous year for producing population 
estimates.  The deaths in the last year might be abnormally high or abnormally low due 
to temporal mortality conditions (Thatcher, 1993).  For example, the number of deaths 
in 1951 in England and Wales at ages 80 and over is approximately 11% higher than in 
1950 and 1952.  The original Das Gupta method would return highly inflated 
population estimates for 1952 if applied to such data because of inflated deaths in 1951.  
The SR(5,5), DG(3), DG(5) estimates of the population 90+ in 1952 returned values 
which are higher than extinct cohort estimates by 10%, 40% and 18%, respectively.  On 
the other hand the DA(3) estimates were only 3% lower.  Clearly, the DA estimates are 
closer to extinct cohort estimates, suggesting that the method is more robust to such 
annual fluctuations in deaths.  More work is required, however, to explore the influence 
of abnormal mortality conditions on the performance of all methods. 

Migration must be taken into consideration if the method is applied to regional 
rather than national data.  It is more likely that elderly people might migrate between 
states or regions than between countries.  If there is a significant migration an 
assumption of closed population is violated and the equations developed here might not 
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be applicable anymore.  Also, as life expectancy increases, people might stay healthier 
and more mobile up to ages higher than 80. 

The last problem, cohort effects in population data, originates mostly from the fact 
that cohorts born during World War I are now entering the high ages, and we would 
expect large fluctuations in population numbers due to large fluctuations in births of 
respective cohorts.  This problem might affect the performance of all methods and 
require further attention. 

The list of the problems affecting performance of this method is by no means 
complete.  Errors in the data used in computations e.g. misreporting in age at death, 
death underregistration, and errors in population at lower ages are likely to affect 
performance of this method in various ways.  Additional work is required to address 
these issues properly. 

Application of this method to the data on the United States suggests a high 
accuracy of size of population aged 90 and over, as enumerated in the 2000 census.  An 
estimate produced by the DA method based on deaths and population at ages 81–89 is 
highly consistent with the population enumerated in the 2000 U.S. census.  This test 
does not rule out, however, errors in a population in individual age groups above 90.  
Also, the size of the male population 90+ might be slightly overestimated. 
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Notes 

1.  This quantity differs from the customary life table xq in a way that it refers to ages 

[x+0.5, x+1.5] rather than [x,x+1]. 
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Figure 1:   Illustration of the Das Gupta Method 
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Figure 2: Age-Specific Schedule of Rate of Mortality Change Over Time, 
1980–1995.   

 
Rates of mortality change over time have been estimated by fitting Poisson regression to each age over the period 1980–1995.  The 

estimation has been carried out separately for Denmark, England and Wales, Finland, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the United States.  Average values for each age are presented in this figure.  Data source: Human 
Mortality Database and Kannisto-Thatcher Database. 
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Figure 3: Comparisons of Size of Population 90+ Estimated by Various Methods 
with Population Estimates Obtained by Almost Extinct Cohort Method.   
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Figure 3: Continued 
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Figure 3: Continued 
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Figure 3: Continued 
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Table 1: Relative Errors of Population 90+ Compared with Estimates by Amost 
Extinct Cohort Method.  Aggregated over the period 1980–1995.

 Country 

Method DNK ENW FIN FRA JPN NLD NOR SWE CHE USA Aver. 

 Males  

DA(3) -0.1 0.9 1.7 0.2 -0.5 -0.5 -0.7 1.4 0.3 1.1 0.4 

SR(5,5) -1.4 -8.4 -6.9 -9.6 -11.1 -0.4 -1.5 -3.3 -6.8 -2.9 -5.2 

DG(3) 1.9 -4.6 0.0 -5.7 -5.4 1.6 0.3 -0.5 -3.5 0.3 -1.6 

DG(5) 0.7 -5.7 -2.9 -6.8 -7.0 1.2 0.0 -1.7 -4.4 -0.6 -2.7 

 Females  

DA(3) 0.9 2.0 0.3 -0.2 0.3 0.8 0.7 1.4 0.2 1.4 0.8 

SR(5,5) -4.5 -10.5 -4.8 -12.1 -16.8 -4.1 -4.5 -4.6 -9.6 -5.7 -7.7 

DG(3) -0.3 -6.2 1.9 -7.2 -10.1 0.9 0.4 -1.4 -4.6 -1.4 -2.8 

DG(5) -1.6 -7.5 -0.7 -8.5 -11.9 -0.4 -1.4 -2.2 -5.7 -2.7 -4.3 
 
DNK – Denmark, ENW – England and Wales, FIN – Finland, FRA – France, JPN – Japan, NLD – the Netherlands, NOR – Norway, 

SWE – Sweden, CHE – Switzerland, USA – United States. 

 
 
 

Table 2: Comparing Population Estimates Produced by the DA(3) Method with 
Population Enumerated in the U.S. 2000 and 1980 censuses.

 Census 2000   Census 1980   

Source Males 
%,  
to DA Females %, to DA Males 

%,  
to DA Females %, to DA 

Census 350,497 3.6% 1,099,272 0.0% 204,340 9.7% 515,525 7.1% 

Census 
Adj. 346,913 2.6% 1,097,796 -0.2%     

SR(5,5) 329,399 -2.6% 1,148,078 4.4% 157,605 -15.4% 387,196 -19.5% 

Extinct     180,399 -3.2% 477,883 -0.7% 

DA(3) 338,212  1,099,689  186,320  481,156  
 

Census  –   population enumerated in a decennial census. Reference date is 1 April; 
Census Adj. –  census population adjusted at 1 January of respective years; 
SR(5,5)   –  population estimates produced by the SR(5,5) method; 
Extinct   –  population estimates produced by extinct cohort method; 
DA(3)  –  population estimates produced by the DA method.    
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Numerical Example and Programs  

This page contains embedded files with numerical example, programs and the data set: 
 

Numerical Example (MS Excel 2002) 

example.xls  

 

Programs (Matlab V6.1 programming language) 
One archive file SESTDA.ZIP including: 

sestda.m 
sestdaest.m 
sestdamin.m 
sestdamort.m  
sestdasurv.m 

 

Data set (comma separated values)  

data.csv  

 

If you have the PDF version of this paper (in an electronic form) you can extract a file 
by clicking on the corresponding paper clip with the right mouse and then selecting 
“Save Embedded File to Disk” from the popup menu: 
 

  
 

If you no longer have an electronic version of this PDF, please return to the website 
http://www.demographic-research.org.  Under the entry for publication 11-9 you can 
access the “additional files” or the PDF version again. 


Info

		

				Example of application of the DA(3) method.

				Producing an estimate of population aged 90+

				United States, Females at 1 January 2000

				See also Table 2.





data

		This worksheet includes copy of data from DATA.CSV file for illustrating of computation of death ratios.

		All Matlab programs load data from DATA.CSV file but not from this Excel file.

		See also data.csv

		Data source: Human Mortality Database, www.mortality.org.

		Because of updating the data currently available at www.mortality.org might be slightly different from the data included here.

		United States, Females

		COHORT		AGE		POPULATION		DEATHS		TIMING		YEAR

		1916		80		693054.4		17120.2		1		1996

		1915		80		673352.1		17206.3		2		1996

		1915		81		656145.8		17672.3		1		1996

		1914		81		639991.1		18299.4		2		1996

		1914		82		621691.7		18708.0		1		1996

		1913		82		586806.2		18493.9		2		1996

		1913		83		568312.4		19148.0		1		1996

		1912		83		542019.3		19186.0		2		1996

		1912		84		522833.4		19419.0		1		1996

		1911		84		481605.1		18956.0		2		1996

		1911		85		462649.1		18752.5		1		1996

		1910		85		445393.4		19825.5		2		1996

		1910		86		425567.9		19511.3		1		1996

		1909		86		384577.4		18820.7		2		1996

		1909		87		365756.7		18661.5		1		1996

		1908		87		347431.2		18718.3		2		1996

		1908		88		328712.9		18733.8		1		1996

		1907		88		300553.4		17971.9		2		1996

		1907		89		282581.4		17434.8		1		1996

		1906		89		253511.5		16913.7		2		1996

		1906		90		236597.9		16327.5		1		1996

		1905		90		215288.1		16064.8		2		1996

		1905		91		199223.4		15364.2		1		1996

		1904		91		177508.6		14509.7		2		1996

		1904		92		162998.9		13786.8		1		1996

		1903		92		144256.5		13309.7		2		1996

		1903		93		130946.8		12036.4		1		1996

		1902		93		116813.5		11617.7		2		1996

		1902		94		105195.8		10644.3		1		1996

		1901		94		84468.4		9237.3		2		1996

		1901		95		75231.1		8420.1		1		1996

		1900		95		72031.8		8892.1		2		1996

		1900		96		63139.7		7590.5		1		1996

		1899		96		46278.6		6220.3		2		1996

		1899		97		40058.3		5200.0		1		1996

		1898		97		36548.0		5260.4		2		1996

		1898		98		31287.6		4441.7		1		1996

		1897		98		25026.4		3902.4		2		1996

		1897		99		21124.0		3201.8		1		1996

		1896		99		18552.4		3029.0		2		1996

		1896		100		15523.4		2572.8		1		1996

		1895		100		12508.7		2347.8		2		1996

		1895		101		10160.9		1778.7		1		1996

		1894		101		8125.4		1553.7		2		1996

		1894		102		6571.7		1326.1		1		1996

		1893		102		5138.4		1047.2		2		1996

		1893		103		4091.2		816.0		1		1996

		1892		103		3161.1		674.2		2		1996

		1892		104		2486.9		498.1		1		1996

		1891		104		1815.0		443.1		2		1996

		1891		105		1371.9		304.3		1		1996

		1890		105		1149.5		264.8		2		1996

		1890		106		884.7		203.0		1		1996

		1889		106		666.1		163.0		2		1996

		1889		107		503.1		95.5		1		1996

		1888		107		375.0		105.6		2		1996

		1888		108		269.4		72.7		1		1996

		1887		108		191.0		50.3		2		1996

		1887		109		140.7		33.0		1		1996

		1886		109		119.0		38.0		2		1996

		1886		110		81.0		23.0		1		1996

		1885		110		77.5		16.0		2		1996

		1885		111		61.5		6.0		1		1996

		1884		111		37.3		6.0		2		1996

		1884		112		31.3		7.0		1		1996

		1883		112		20.0		4.0		2		1996

		1883		113		16.0		2.5		1		1996

		1882		113		16.0		5.5		2		1996

		1882		114		10.5		4.0		1		1996

		1881		114		8.5		2.0		2		1996

		1881		115		6.5		2.0		1		1996

		1880		115		9.1		0.0		2		1996

		1880		116		9.1		3.0		1		1996

		1879		116		1.0		0.0		2		1996

		1879		117		1.0		0.0		1		1996

		1878		117		3.0		0.0		2		1996

		1878		118		3.0		0.0		1		1996

		1877		118		1.0		1.0		2		1996

		1877		119		0.0		0.0		1		1996

		1876		119		1.0		0.0		2		1996

		1876		120		1.0		1.0		1		1996

		1875		120		1.0		1.0		2		1996

		1875		121		0.0		0.0		1		1996

		1874		121		0.0		0.0		2		1996

		1874		122		0.0		0.0		1		1996

		1873		122		0.0		0.0		2		1996

		1873		123		0.0		0.0		1		1996

		1872		123		0.0		0.0		2		1996

		1872		124		0.0		0.0		1		1996

		1871		124		0.0		0.0		2		1996

		1917		80		704916.3		17100.1		1		1997

		1916		80		675934.2		17370.3		2		1997

		1916		81		658563.9		17430.6		1		1997

		1915		81		638473.6		18156.0		2		1997

		1915		82		620317.6		18291.7		1		1997

		1914		82		602983.7		19256.1		2		1997

		1914		83		583727.7		19268.4		1		1997

		1913		83		549164.3		19335.4		2		1997

		1913		84		529829.0		18904.5		1		1997

		1912		84		503414.3		20050.3		2		1997

		1912		85		483364.0		19694.9		1		1997

		1911		85		443896.6		19117.9		2		1997

		1911		86		424778.7		19056.1		1		1997

		1910		86		406056.6		20062.7		2		1997

		1910		87		385993.9		19727.4		1		1997

		1909		87		347095.2		18996.4		2		1997

		1909		88		328098.8		18277.8		1		1997

		1908		88		309979.0		18277.9		2		1997

		1908		89		291701.2		18000.1		1		1997

		1907		89		265146.6		17926.5		2		1997

		1907		90		247220.1		16730.4		1		1997

		1906		90		220270.4		16953.1		2		1997

		1906		91		203317.3		15197.9		1		1997

		1905		91		183859.2		15385.3		2		1997

		1905		92		168473.9		14065.0		1		1997

		1904		92		149212.0		13656.0		2		1997

		1904		93		135556.0		12425.5		1		1997

		1903		93		118910.4		12373.3		2		1997

		1903		94		106537.1		10807.8		1		1997

		1902		94		94551.6		10651.7		2		1997

		1902		95		83899.9		9107.6		1		1997

		1901		95		66810.9		8132.6		2		1997

		1901		96		58678.3		7031.4		1		1997

		1900		96		55549.2		7549.6		2		1997

		1900		97		47999.6		6200.1		1		1997

		1899		97		34858.3		5153.7		2		1997

		1899		98		29704.6		4000.1		1		1997

		1898		98		26845.9		4292.5		2		1997

		1898		99		22553.4		3451.9		1		1997

		1897		99		17922.2		3069.6		2		1997

		1897		100		14852.7		2390.1		1		1997

		1896		100		12950.5		2399.2		2		1997

		1896		101		10551.3		1854.7		1		1997

		1895		101		8382.2		1650.6		2		1997

		1895		102		6731.6		1260.9		1		1997

		1894		102		5245.5		1103.3		2		1997

		1894		103		4142.3		782.1		1		1997

		1893		103		3275.2		733.1		2		1997

		1893		104		2542.1		495.7		1		1997

		1892		104		1988.8		488.4		2		1997

		1892		105		1500.4		320.0		1		1997

		1891		105		1067.6		236.0		2		1997

		1891		106		831.6		178.0		1		1997

		1890		106		681.6		174.0		2		1997

		1890		107		507.6		124.9		1		1997

		1889		107		407.6		107.1		2		1997

		1889		108		300.4		75.0		1		1997

		1888		108		196.7		50.0		2		1997

		1888		109		146.7		33.0		1		1997

		1887		109		107.7		23.0		2		1997

		1887		110		84.7		16.0		1		1997

		1886		110		58.0		13.0		2		1997

		1886		111		45.0		12.0		1		1997

		1885		111		55.5		13.0		2		1997

		1885		112		42.5		6.0		1		1997

		1884		112		24.3		9.0		2		1997

		1884		113		15.3		2.0		1		1997

		1883		113		13.6		6.0		2		1997

		1883		114		7.6		2.0		1		1997

		1882		114		6.5		0.0		2		1997

		1882		115		6.5		2.0		1		1997

		1881		115		4.5		0.0		2		1997

		1881		116		4.5		0.0		1		1997

		1880		116		6.1		0.0		2		1997

		1880		117		6.1		2.0		1		1997

		1879		117		1.0		0.0		2		1997

		1879		118		1.0		0.0		1		1997

		1878		118		3.0		1.0		2		1997

		1878		119		2.0		0.0		1		1997

		1877		119		0.0		0.0		2		1997

		1877		120		0.0		0.0		1		1997

		1876		120		0.0		0.0		2		1997

		1876		121		0.0		0.0		1		1997

		1875		121		0.0		0.0		2		1997

		1875		122		0.0		0.0		1		1997

		1874		122		0.0		0.0		2		1997

		1874		123		0.0		0.0		1		1997

		1873		123		0.0		0.0		2		1997

		1873		124		0.0		0.0		1		1997

		1872		124		0.0		0.0		2		1997

		1918		80		718465.3		17761.5		1		1998

		1917		80		687816.1		17872.1		2		1998

		1917		81		669944.0		17922.9		1		1998

		1916		81		641133.3		18602.8		2		1998

		1916		82		622530.5		18271.9		1		1998

		1915		82		602025.9		19390.9		2		1998

		1915		83		582635.1		18885.7		1		1998

		1914		83		564459.2		20234.2		2		1998

		1914		84		544225.1		19951.3		1		1998

		1913		84		510924.4		20534.7		2		1998

		1913		85		490389.8		19550.8		1		1998

		1912		85		463669.1		20982.2		2		1998

		1912		86		442687.0		19927.5		1		1998

		1911		86		405722.6		19899.4		2		1998

		1911		87		385823.2		19080.2		1		1998

		1910		87		366266.4		20710.8		2		1998

		1910		88		345555.6		19111.1		1		1998

		1909		88		309821.0		19093.7		2		1998

		1909		89		290727.3		17513.5		1		1998

		1908		89		273701.0		18943.1		2		1998

		1908		90		254757.9		17491.2		1		1998

		1907		90		230489.8		17659.4		2		1998

		1907		91		212830.4		15778.1		1		1998

		1906		91		188119.4		15785.3		2		1998

		1906		92		172334.2		14233.9		1		1998

		1905		92		154408.9		14440.2		2		1998

		1905		93		139968.7		12843.2		1		1998

		1904		93		123130.5		12704.7		2		1998

		1904		94		110425.8		11063.5		1		1998

		1903		94		95729.2		10900.1		2		1998

		1903		95		84829.1		9196.9		1		1998

		1902		95		74792.2		9501.5		2		1998

		1902		96		65290.7		7919.8		1		1998

		1901		96		51646.9		6976.3		2		1998

		1901		97		44670.6		5629.2		1		1998

		1900		97		41799.4		6319.6		2		1998

		1900		98		35479.8		4981.8		1		1998

		1899		98		25704.5		4122.9		2		1998

		1899		99		21581.7		3079.0		1		1998

		1898		99		19101.5		3209.5		2		1998

		1898		100		15892.0		2533.9		1		1998

		1897		100		12462.5		2263.5		2		1998

		1897		101		10199.1		1792.8		1		1998

		1896		101		8696.7		1776.5		2		1998

		1896		102		6920.2		1316.7		1		1998

		1895		102		5470.7		1180.5		2		1998

		1895		103		4290.2		817.3		1		1998

		1894		103		3360.2		699.9		2		1998

		1894		104		2660.4		534.9		1		1998

		1893		104		2046.5		477.2		2		1998

		1893		105		1569.3		337.9		1		1998

		1892		105		1180.4		303.2		2		1998

		1892		106		877.2		186.8		1		1998

		1891		106		653.6		159.2		2		1998

		1891		107		494.4		120.1		1		1998

		1890		107		382.8		114.9		2		1998

		1890		108		267.9		61.0		1		1998

		1889		108		225.4		59.0		2		1998

		1889		109		166.4		41.0		1		1998

		1888		109		113.7		33.0		2		1998

		1888		110		80.7		16.0		1		1998

		1887		110		68.7		15.0		2		1998

		1887		111		53.7		11.0		1		1998

		1886		111		33.0		9.0		2		1998

		1886		112		24.0		8.0		1		1998

		1885		112		36.5		10.0		2		1998

		1885		113		26.5		7.0		1		1998

		1884		113		13.3		5.0		2		1998

		1884		114		8.3		2.0		1		1998

		1883		114		5.6		0.0		2		1998

		1883		115		5.6		0.0		1		1998

		1882		115		4.5		3.0		2		1998

		1882		116		1.5		0.0		1		1998

		1881		116		4.5		1.0		2		1998

		1881		117		3.5		0.0		1		1998

		1880		117		4.1		1.0		2		1998

		1880		118		3.1		1.0		1		1998

		1879		118		1.0		1.0		2		1998

		1879		119		0.0		0.0		1		1998

		1878		119		2.0		0.0		2		1998

		1878		120		2.0		1.0		1		1998

		1877		120		0.0		0.0		2		1998

		1877		121		0.0		0.0		1		1998

		1876		121		0.0		0.0		2		1998

		1876		122		0.0		0.0		1		1998

		1875		122		0.0		0.0		2		1998

		1875		123		0.0		0.0		1		1998

		1874		123		0.0		0.0		2		1998

		1874		124		0.0		0.0		1		1998

		1873		124		0.0		0.0		2		1998

		1919		80		748622.1		17406.8		1		1999

		1918		80		700703.8		19009.6		2		1999

		1918		81		681694.2		18750.9		1		1999

		1917		81		652021.1		18860.5		2		1999

		1917		82		633160.6		19195.3		1		1999

		1916		82		604258.6		19764.2		2		1999

		1916		83		584494.4		19483.8		1		1999

		1915		83		563749.4		20354.8		2		1999

		1915		84		543394.6		20061.7		1		1999

		1914		84		524273.8		21249.0		2		1999

		1914		85		503024.8		20579.9		1		1999

		1913		85		470838.9		21197.8		2		1999

		1913		86		449641.1		20316.0		1		1999

		1912		86		422759.4		22021.8		2		1999

		1912		87		400737.6		20604.7		1		1999

		1911		87		366743.1		20377.9		2		1999

		1911		88		346365.1		19703.6		1		1999

		1910		88		326444.6		20812.1		2		1999

		1910		89		305632.5		19439.3		1		1999

		1909		89		273213.7		19332.2		2		1999

		1909		90		253881.5		17925.7		1		1999

		1908		90		237266.7		18229.7		2		1999

		1908		91		219037.1		17268.4		1		1999

		1907		91		197052.3		17373.8		2		1999

		1907		92		179678.5		15438.5		1		1999

		1906		92		158100.3		15299.5		2		1999

		1906		93		142800.8		13187.9		1		1999

		1905		93		127125.5		13279.8		2		1999

		1905		94		113845.7		11803.7		1		1999

		1904		94		99362.3		11682.9		2		1999

		1904		95		87679.4		9876.7		1		1999

		1903		95		75632.3		9756.6		2		1999

		1903		96		65875.7		8062.8		1		1999

		1902		96		57370.9		8037.2		2		1999

		1902		97		49333.7		6670.3		1		1999

		1901		97		39041.4		5870.5		2		1999

		1901		98		33170.9		4828.3		1		1999

		1900		98		30498.0		4995.4		2		1999

		1900		99		25502.6		3924.5		1		1999

		1899		99		18502.7		3204.9		2		1999

		1899		100		15297.8		2465.1		1		1999

		1898		100		13358.1		2529.2		2		1999

		1898		101		10828.9		1896.3		1		1999

		1897		101		8406.3		1693.9		2		1999

		1897		102		6712.3		1215.6		1		1999

		1896		102		5603.5		1185.6		2		1999

		1896		103		4417.9		792.6		1		1999

		1895		103		3472.9		714.5		2		1999

		1895		104		2758.4		565.9		1		1999

		1894		104		2125.5		489.2		2		1999

		1894		105		1636.3		359.2		1		1999

		1893		105		1231.4		300.8		2		1999

		1893		106		930.6		196.3		1		1999

		1892		106		690.4		176.8		2		1999

		1892		107		513.6		123.0		1		1999

		1891		107		374.2		109.0		2		1999

		1891		108		265.2		60.4		1		1999

		1890		108		206.9		52.6		2		1999

		1890		109		154.2		35.0		1		1999

		1889		109		125.4		35.0		2		1999

		1889		110		90.4		17.0		1		1999

		1888		110		64.7		14.0		2		1999

		1888		111		50.7		8.0		1		1999

		1887		111		42.7		12.0		2		1999

		1887		112		30.7		9.0		1		1999

		1886		112		16.0		1.0		2		1999

		1886		113		15.0		2.0		1		1999

		1885		113		19.5		5.0		2		1999

		1885		114		14.5		4.0		1		1999

		1884		114		6.3		2.0		2		1999

		1884		115		4.3		1.0		1		1999

		1883		115		5.6		2.0		2		1999

		1883		116		3.6		0.0		1		1999

		1882		116		1.5		0.0		2		1999

		1882		117		1.5		0.0		1		1999

		1881		117		3.5		1.0		2		1999

		1881		118		2.5		1.0		1		1999

		1880		118		2.1		0.0		2		1999

		1880		119		2.1		2.0		1		1999

		1879		119		0.0		0.0		2		1999

		1879		120		0.0		0.0		1		1999

		1878		120		1.0		1.0		2		1999

		1878		121		0.0		0.0		1		1999

		1877		121		0.0		0.0		2		1999

		1877		122		0.0		0.0		1		1999

		1876		122		0.0		0.0		2		1999

		1876		123		0.0		0.0		1		1999

		1875		123		0.0		0.0		2		1999

		1875		124		0.0		0.0		1		1999

		1874		124		0.0		0.0		2		1999

		1920		80						1		2000

		1919		80		731215.3				2		2000

		1919		81						1		2000

		1918		81		662943.3				2		2000

		1918		82						1		2000

		1917		82		613965.3				2		2000

		1917		83						1		2000

		1916		83		565010.6				2		2000

		1916		84						1		2000

		1915		84		523332.9				2		2000

		1915		85						1		2000

		1914		85		482444.9				2		2000

		1914		86						1		2000

		1913		86		429325.1				2		2000

		1913		87						1		2000

		1912		87		380132.9				2		2000

		1912		88						1		2000

		1911		88		326661.5				2		2000

		1911		89						1		2000

		1910		89		286193.2				2		2000

		1910		90						1		2000

		1909		90		235955.8				2		2000

		1909		91						1		2000

		1908		91		201768.6				2		2000

		1908		92						1		2000

		1907		92		164240.0				2		2000

		1907		93						1		2000

		1906		93		129612.9				2		2000

		1906		94						1		2000

		1905		94		102042.0				2		2000

		1905		95						1		2000

		1904		95		77802.7				2		2000

		1904		96						1		2000

		1903		96		57812.9				2		2000

		1903		97						1		2000

		1902		97		42663.4				2		2000

		1902		98						1		2000

		1901		98		28342.6				2		2000

		1901		99						1		2000

		1900		99		21578.1				2		2000

		1900		100						1		2000

		1899		100		12832.7				2		2000

		1899		101						1		2000

		1898		101		8932.6				2		2000

		1898		102						1		2000

		1897		102		5496.8				2		2000

		1897		103						1		2000

		1896		103		3625.3				2		2000

		1896		104						1		2000

		1895		104		2192.6				2		2000

		1895		105						1		2000

		1894		105		1277.0				2		2000

		1894		106						1		2000

		1893		106		734.4				2		2000

		1893		107						1		2000

		1892		107		390.6				2		2000

		1892		108						1		2000

		1891		108		204.9				2		2000

		1891		109						1		2000

		1890		109		119.2				2		2000

		1890		110						1		2000

		1889		110		73.4				2		2000

		1889		111						1		2000

		1888		111		42.7				2		2000

		1888		112						1		2000

		1887		112		21.7				2		2000

		1887		113						1		2000

		1886		113		13.0				2		2000

		1886		114						1		2000

		1885		114		10.5				2		2000

		1885		115						1		2000

		1884		115		3.3				2		2000

		1884		116						1		2000

		1883		116		3.6				2		2000

		1883		117						1		2000

		1882		117		1.5				2		2000

		1882		118						1		2000

		1881		118		1.5				2		2000

		1881		119						1		2000

		1880		119		0.1				2		2000

		1880		120						1		2000

		1879		120		0.0				2		2000

		1879		121						1		2000

		1878		121		0.0				2		2000

		1878		122						1		2000

		1877		122		0.0				2		2000

		1877		123						1		2000

		1876		123		0.0				2		2000

		1876		124						1		2000

		1875		124		0.0				2		2000





nrx

		Computation of the Das Gupta’s ratios, Equ. 1

		Age		Dx		Dx+1		nrx

		80		105,475		111,378		1.0560						To find what deaths are aggregated to produce Dx and Dx+1 figures for age 80 see records with cyan and yellow background in the “data” workbook.

		81		110,330		116,049		1.0518

		82		114,443		118,842		1.0384

		83		117,030		121,660		1.0396

		84		117,539		120,598		1.0260

		85		118,421		121,396		1.0251

		86		116,252		117,178		1.0080

		87		114,548		113,137		0.9877

		88		108,292		108,349		1.0005

		89		104,332		101,087		0.9689

		90		97,017		92,282		0.9512

		91		87,766		81,852		0.9326

		92		78,711		72,033		0.9152

		93		69,211		61,416		0.8874

		94		57,514		50,405		0.8764

		95		49,068		41,063		0.8369

		96		37,776		31,154		0.8247

		97		30,157		23,866		0.7914

		98		22,050		16,873		0.7652

		99		16,805		12,736		0.7579

		100		12,437		8,914		0.7168

		101		8,885		5,861		0.6597

		102		5,746		3,744		0.6515

		103		3,636		2,472		0.6799

		104		2,371		1,401		0.5910

		105		1,372		878		0.6400

		106		837		527		0.6303

		107		536		271		0.5047

		108		266		140		0.5257

		109		149		73		0.4899

		110		73		57		0.7808

		111		49		31		0.6326

		112		34		24		0.6965

		113		25		5		0.2037

		114		6		5		0.8333

		115		6		3		0.5000

		116		3		4		1.3333

		117		2		4		2.0000

		118		3		1		0.3333

		119		2		1		0.5000

		120		1		0		0.0000

		121						0.0000

		122						0.0000





betas

		Estimates of the beta parameters, Equ. (13)

		beta0=		-0.005241108

		beta1=		-0.000893511

		Population at age 90 and over

		Available in the data set						1,097,796

		Estimated by the DA method						1,099,689

		Relative error						-0.17%

		These estimates have been obtained with sestdaest() procedure which minimizes Equ. (13) given starting point beta0=0, beta1=0.

		Minimization is carried out with Nelder-Mead simplex (direct search) method.

		The procedure sestdaest() is included with the article.





qx

		Indirect estimates of age-specific probabilities of dying, Equ. (3) and (4)

		DG – Das Gupta’s original estimates, Equ. (1), (3), (4)

		DA – the DA method estimates, Equ. (1), (12), (3), (4)

		Age		DG		DA

		80		0.0487		0.0531

		81		0.0541		0.0589

		82		0.0601		0.0655

		83		0.0664		0.0722

		84		0.0740		0.0803

		85		0.0820		0.0888

		86		0.0915		0.0990

		87		0.1015		0.1095

		88		0.1116		0.1201

		89		0.1257		0.1349

		90		0.1393		0.1491

		91		0.1540		0.1643

		92		0.1697		0.1806

		93		0.1871		0.1985

		94		0.2042		0.2161

		95		0.2249		0.2373

		96		0.2428		0.2556

		97		0.2644		0.2777

		98		0.2845		0.2981

		99		0.3042		0.3181

		100		0.3314		0.3458

		101		0.3553		0.3702

		102		0.3635		0.3786

		103		0.3721		0.3873

		104		0.4029		0.4187

		105		0.3987		0.4145

		106		0.4245		0.4409

		107		0.4649		0.4830

		108		0.4384		0.4579

		109		0.4104		0.4308

		110		0.3410		0.3594

		111		0.4041		0.4243

		112		0.4290		0.4511

		113		0.5233		0.5533

		114		0.2236		0.2437

		115		0.2400		0.2592

		116		0.1579		0.1686

		117		0.2500		0.2605

		118		0.6667		0.6782

		119		0.6667		0.6755

		120		1.0000		1.0000





qx
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		United States		 Females								

		COHORT		AGE		POPULATION		DEATHS		TIMING		YEAR

		1916		80		693054.4233		17120.20084		1		1996

		1915		80		673352.1039		17206.27217		2		1996

		1915		81		656145.8318		17672.27141		1		1996

		1914		81		639991.1291		18299.41598		2		1996

		1914		82		621691.7131		18707.98288		1		1996

		1913		82		586806.2351		18493.86481		2		1996

		1913		83		568312.3703		19148.03885		1		1996

		1912		83		542019.3237		19185.95636		2		1996

		1912		84		522833.3673		19419.03318		1		1996

		1911		84		481605.0928		18955.96738		2		1996

		1911		85		462649.1254		18752.50371		1		1996

		1910		85		445393.4378		19825.52331		2		1996

		1910		86		425567.9145		19511.32253		1		1996

		1909		86		384577.3618		18820.67243		2		1996

		1909		87		365756.6893		18661.53557		1		1996

		1908		87		347431.2238		18718.33532		2		1996

		1908		88		328712.8885		18733.84007		1		1996

		1907		88		300553.3729		17971.94298		2		1996

		1907		89		282581.4299		17434.80468		1		1996

		1906		89		253511.5223		16913.6712		2		1996

		1906		90		236597.8511		16327.45956		1		1996

		1905		90		215288.1274		16064.7614		2		1996

		1905		91		199223.366		15364.16054		1		1996

		1904		91		177508.5954		14509.73226		2		1996

		1904		92		162998.8631		13786.83888		1		1996

		1903		92		144256.5116		13309.69201		2		1996

		1903		93		130946.8196		12036.40177		1		1996

		1902		93		116813.5219		11617.68054		2		1996

		1902		94		105195.8413		10644.26271		1		1996

		1901		94		84468.4099		9237.328012		2		1996

		1901		95		75231.08189		8420.140926		1		1996

		1900		95		72031.77268		8892.114996		2		1996

		1900		96		63139.65768		7590.476803		1		1996

		1899		96		46278.60283		6220.322851		2		1996

		1899		97		40058.27998		5199.960382		1		1996

		1898		97		36548.01347		5260.402684		2		1996

		1898		98		31287.61078		4441.727699		1		1996

		1897		98		25026.39653		3902.359601		2		1996

		1897		99		21124.03693		3201.803832		1		1996

		1896		99		18552.37471		3029.008091		2		1996

		1896		100		15523.36662		2572.820231		1		1996

		1895		100		12508.70445		2347.820967		2		1996

		1895		101		10160.88349		1778.727684		1		1996

		1894		101		8125.381487		1553.706558		2		1996

		1894		102		6571.674928		1326.126356		1		1996

		1893		102		5138.367255		1047.182904		2		1996

		1893		103		4091.184351		816.0189019		1		1996

		1892		103		3161.052831		674.175282		2		1996

		1892		104		2486.877549		498.0635354		1		1996

		1891		104		1814.976614		443.0591002		2		1996

		1891		105		1371.917514		304.288285		1		1996

		1890		105		1149.462246		264.7858698		2		1996

		1890		106		884.6763764		203.0264559		1		1996

		1889		106		666.0714177		163.0212429		2		1996

		1889		107		503.0501747		95.46872447		1		1996

		1888		107		374.9929435		105.5574708		2		1996

		1888		108		269.4354727		72.71712588		1		1996

		1887		108		190.9895219		50.29890406		2		1996

		1887		109		140.6906179		33.00430072		1		1996

		1886		109		119.0465428		38.00495234		2		1996

		1886		110		81.04159044		23.00299747		1		1996

		1885		110		77.46065689		16.0020852		2		1996

		1885		111		61.4585717		6.000781948		1		1996

		1884		111		37.2959893		6.000781948		2		1996

		1884		112		31.29520735		7.000912273		1		1996

		1883		112		20.0473335		4.000521299		2		1996

		1883		113		16.04681221		2.456604268		1		1996

		1882		113		16.00769707		5.54443833		2		1996

		1882		114		10.46325874		4.000521299		1		1996

		1881		114		8.500281508		2.000260649		2		1996

		1881		115		6.500020858		2.000260649		1		1996

		1880		115		9.126503135		0		2		1996

		1880		116		9.126503135		3.000390974		1		1996

		1879		116		1.000073734		0		2		1996

		1879		117		1.000073734		0		1		1996

		1878		117		3.000211115		0		2		1996

		1878		118		3.000211115		0		1		1996

		1877		118		1.000130325		1.000130325		2		1996

		1877		119		0		0		1		1996

		1876		119		1.000130325		0		2		1996

		1876		120		1.000130325		1.000130325		1		1996

		1875		120		1.000130325		1.000130325		2		1996

		1875		121		0		0		1		1996

		1874		121		0		0		2		1996

		1874		122		0		0		1		1996

		1873		122		0		0		2		1996

		1873		123		0		0		1		1996

		1872		123		0		0		2		1996

		1872		124		0		0		1		1996

		1871		124		0		0		2		1996

		1917		80		704916.2617		17100.14629		1		1997

		1916		80		675934.2225		17370.34941		2		1997

		1916		81		658563.8731		17430.61268		1		1997

		1915		81		638473.5604		18155.96382		2		1997

		1915		82		620317.5965		18291.66406		1		1997

		1914		82		602983.7302		19256.05443		2		1997

		1914		83		583727.6758		19268.43204		1		1997

		1913		83		549164.3315		19335.36291		2		1997

		1913		84		529828.9685		18904.53309		1		1997

		1912		84		503414.3342		20050.28728		2		1997

		1912		85		483364.0469		19694.90812		1		1997

		1911		85		443896.6217		19117.90196		2		1997

		1911		86		424778.7197		19056.09064		1		1997

		1910		86		406056.592		20062.7416		2		1997

		1910		87		385993.8504		19727.43239		1		1997

		1909		87		347095.1538		18996.37125		2		1997

		1909		88		328098.7825		18277.76305		1		1997

		1908		88		309979.0484		18277.88361		2		1997

		1908		89		291701.1648		18000.12103		1		1997

		1907		89		265146.6253		17926.48009		2		1997

		1907		90		247220.1452		16730.36746		1		1997

		1906		90		220270.3916		16953.07125		2		1997

		1906		91		203317.3203		15197.88664		1		1997

		1905		91		183859.2055		15385.32761		2		1997

		1905		92		168473.8779		14064.97722		1		1997

		1904		92		149212.0242		13656.02981		2		1997

		1904		93		135555.9944		12425.45167		1		1997

		1903		93		118910.4179		12373.34379		2		1997

		1903		94		106537.0741		10807.84551		1		1997

		1902		94		94551.57864		10651.70818		2		1997

		1902		95		83899.87046		9107.625154		1		1997

		1901		95		66810.94096		8132.623056		2		1997

		1901		96		58678.31791		7031.43648		1		1997

		1900		96		55549.18088		7549.619202		2		1997

		1900		97		47999.56168		6200.142047		1		1997

		1899		97		34858.31959		5153.679981		2		1997

		1899		98		29704.63961		4000.09783		1		1997

		1898		98		26845.88308		4292.502562		2		1997

		1898		99		22553.38052		3451.915675		1		1997

		1897		99		17922.2331		3069.556485		2		1997

		1897		100		14852.67661		2390.137432		1		1997

		1896		100		12950.54638		2399.209321		2		1997

		1896		101		10551.33706		1854.674006		1		1997

		1895		101		8382.155803		1650.579777		2		1997

		1895		102		6731.576025		1260.911839		1		1997

		1894		102		5245.548572		1103.259329		2		1997

		1894		103		4142.289243		782.0566216		1		1997

		1893		103		3275.165449		733.0530737		2		1997

		1893		104		2542.112375		495.6564339		1		1997

		1892		104		1988.814013		488.4148137		2		1997

		1892		105		1500.3992		320.02317		1		1997

		1891		105		1067.629229		236.0170879		2		1997

		1891		106		831.6121415		178.0128883		1		1997

		1890		106		681.6499205		174.0125987		2		1997

		1890		107		507.6373218		124.8830142		1		1997

		1889		107		407.5814503		107.133784		2		1997

		1889		108		300.4476663		74.99858065		1		1997

		1888		108		196.7183468		50.01047012		2		1997

		1888		109		146.7078767		33.0023894		1		1997

		1887		109		107.6863171		23.00166534		2		1997

		1887		110		84.68465181		16.0011585		1		1997

		1886		110		58.03859297		13.00094128		2		1997

		1886		111		45.03765169		12.00086887		1		1997

		1885		111		55.45778975		13.00094128		2		1997

		1885		112		42.45684847		6.000434437		1		1997

		1884		112		24.29429508		9.000651656		2		1997

		1884		113		15.29364343		2.000144812		1		1997

		1883		113		13.59020794		6.000434437		2		1997

		1883		114		7.589773501		2.000144812		1		1997

		1882		114		6.462737439		0		2		1997

		1882		115		6.462737439		2.000144812		1		1997

		1881		115		4.499760209		0		2		1997

		1881		116		4.499760209		0		1		1997

		1880		116		6.126112161		0		2		1997

		1880		117		6.126112161		2.000144812		1		1997

		1879		117		1.000073734		0		2		1997

		1879		118		1.000073734		0		1		1997

		1878		118		3.000211115		1.000072406		2		1997

		1878		119		2.000138709		0		1		1997

		1877		119		0		0		2		1997

		1877		120		0		0		1		1997

		1876		120		0		0		2		1997

		1876		121		0		0		1		1997

		1875		121		0		0		2		1997

		1875		122		0		0		1		1997

		1874		122		0		0		2		1997

		1874		123		0		0		1		1997

		1873		123		0		0		2		1997

		1873		124		0		0		1		1997

		1872		124		0		0		2		1997

		1918		80		718465.3065		17761.50817		1		1998

		1917		80		687816.1154		17872.11906		2		1998

		1917		81		669943.9964		17922.92829		1		1998

		1916		81		641133.2604		18602.76472		2		1998

		1916		82		622530.4957		18271.90333		1		1998

		1915		82		602025.9325		19390.87351		2		1998

		1915		83		582635.059		18885.69927		1		1998

		1914		83		564459.2438		20234.185		2		1998

		1914		84		544225.0588		19951.30524		1		1998

		1913		84		510924.4355		20534.67976		2		1998

		1913		85		490389.7557		19550.80722		1		1998

		1912		85		463669.1388		20982.18124		2		1998

		1912		86		442686.9575		19927.54047		1		1998

		1911		86		405722.6291		19899.39593		2		1998

		1911		87		385823.2332		19080.16293		1		1998

		1910		87		366266.418		20710.77082		2		1998

		1910		88		345555.6472		19111.08164		1		1998

		1909		88		309821.0195		19093.73516		2		1998

		1909		89		290727.2843		17513.54605		1		1998

		1908		89		273701.0438		18943.14187		2		1998

		1908		90		254757.9019		17491.17591		1		1998

		1907		90		230489.7777		17659.41571		2		1998

		1907		91		212830.362		15778.06193		1		1998

		1906		91		188119.4337		15785.2652		2		1998

		1906		92		172334.1685		14233.89192		1		1998

		1905		92		154408.9007		14440.2222		2		1998

		1905		93		139968.6785		12843.17979		1		1998

		1904		93		123130.5427		12704.70383		2		1998

		1904		94		110425.8389		11063.52529		1		1998

		1903		94		95729.22857		10900.09406		2		1998

		1903		95		84829.13451		9196.865748		1		1998

		1902		95		74792.2453		9501.512866		2		1998

		1902		96		65290.73244		7919.841457		1		1998

		1901		96		51646.88143		6976.256819		2		1998

		1901		97		44670.62461		5629.238326		1		1998

		1900		97		41799.41963		6319.642654		2		1998

		1900		98		35479.77698		4981.79196		1		1998

		1899		98		25704.54178		4122.879318		2		1998

		1899		99		21581.66247		3078.962625		1		1998

		1898		99		19101.46485		3209.501017		2		1998

		1898		100		15891.96383		2533.882711		1		1998

		1897		100		12462.53918		2263.470993		2		1998

		1897		101		10199.06819		1792.786975		1		1998

		1896		101		8696.663057		1776.476183		2		1998

		1896		102		6920.186874		1316.720368		1		1998

		1895		102		5470.664186		1180.463747		2		1998

		1895		103		4290.20044		817.2602558		1		1998

		1894		103		3360.232621		699.8515994		2		1998

		1894		104		2660.381022		534.9134113		1		1998

		1893		104		2046.455941		477.161208		2		1998

		1893		105		1569.294733		337.8577867		1		1998

		1892		105		1180.37603		303.1894772		2		1998

		1892		106		877.1865524		186.798704		1		1998

		1891		106		653.5992532		159.2268081		2		1998

		1891		107		494.372445		120.1321449		1		1998

		1890		107		382.7543076		114.8851827		2		1998

		1890		108		267.8691249		61.0044978		1		1998

		1889		108		225.4490856		59.00435034		2		1998

		1889		109		166.4447353		41.00302311		1		1998

		1888		109		113.7054873		33.00243324		2		1998

		1888		110		80.70305409		16.00117975		1		1998

		1887		110		68.68349331		15.00110602		2		1998

		1887		111		53.68238729		11.00081108		1		1998

		1886		111		33.03678281		9.00066361		2		1998

		1886		112		24.0361192		8.000589876		1		1998

		1885		112		36.45641403		10.00073734		2		1998

		1885		113		26.45567668		7.000516141		1		1998

		1884		113		13.29349861		5.000368672		2		1998

		1884		114		8.29312994		2.000147469		1		1998

		1883		114		5.589628689		0		2		1998

		1883		115		5.589628689		0		1		1998

		1882		115		4.462592626		3.000221203		2		1998

		1882		116		1.462371423		0		1		1998

		1881		116		4.499760209		1.000073734		2		1998

		1881		117		3.499686474		0		1		1998

		1880		117		4.125967348		1.000073734		2		1998

		1880		118		3.125893614		1.000073734		1		1998

		1879		118		1.000073734		1.000073734		2		1998

		1879		119		0		0		1		1998

		1878		119		2.000138709		0		2		1998

		1878		120		2.000138709		1.000073734		1		1998

		1877		120		0		0		2		1998

		1877		121		0		0		1		1998

		1876		121		0		0		2		1998

		1876		122		0		0		1		1998

		1875		122		0		0		2		1998

		1875		123		0		0		1		1998

		1874		123		0		0		2		1998

		1874		124		0		0		1		1998

		1873		124		0		0		2		1998

		1919		80		748622.0798		17406.78572		1		1999

		1918		80		700703.7983		19009.58026		2		1999

		1918		81		681694.218		18750.94702		1		1999

		1917		81		652021.0681		18860.49661		2		1999

		1917		82		633160.5715		19195.31562		1		1999

		1916		82		604258.5924		19764.2156		2		1999

		1916		83		584494.3768		19483.8193		1		1999

		1915		83		563749.3597		20354.76903		2		1999

		1915		84		543394.5907		20061.6952		1		1999

		1914		84		524273.7535		21248.98877		2		1999

		1914		85		503024.7648		20579.88366		1		1999

		1913		85		470838.9485		21197.83066		2		1999

		1913		86		449641.1178		20315.98021		1		1999

		1912		86		422759.4171		22021.77049		2		1999

		1912		87		400737.6466		20604.71815		1		1999

		1911		87		366743.0702		20377.94451		2		1999

		1911		88		346365.1257		19703.58152		1		1999

		1910		88		326444.5655		20812.0508		2		1999

		1910		89		305632.5147		19439.29038		1		1999

		1909		89		273213.7383		19332.22862		2		1999

		1909		90		253881.5096		17925.69478		1		1999

		1908		90		237266.726		18229.65425		2		1999

		1908		91		219037.0717		17268.42742		1		1999

		1907		91		197052.3001		17373.8233		2		1999

		1907		92		179678.4768		15438.50442		1		1999

		1906		92		158100.2765		15299.49264		2		1999

		1906		93		142800.7839		13187.91299		1		1999

		1905		93		127125.4987		13279.80663		2		1999

		1905		94		113845.692		11803.65319		1		1999

		1904		94		99362.31362		11682.87274		2		1999

		1904		95		87679.44088		9876.711557		1		1999

		1903		95		75632.26876		9756.564025		2		1999

		1903		96		65875.70473		8062.848504		1		1999

		1902		96		57370.89098		8037.197522		2		1999

		1902		97		49333.69346		6670.319674		1		1999

		1901		97		39041.38628		5870.495107		2		1999

		1901		98		33170.89117		4828.263009		1		1999

		1900		98		30497.98502		4995.375236		2		1999

		1900		99		25502.60978		3924.53991		1		1999

		1899		99		18502.69984		3204.923294		2		1999

		1899		100		15297.77655		2465.110844		1		1999

		1898		100		13358.08112		2529.213639		2		1999

		1898		101		10828.86748		1896.284846		1		1999

		1897		101		8406.281212		1693.948413		2		1999

		1897		102		6712.3328		1215.572127		1		1999

		1896		102		5603.466506		1185.583877		2		1999

		1896		103		4417.882628		792.589851		1		1999

		1895		103		3472.940184		714.5080657		2		1999

		1895		104		2758.432118		565.8655316		1		1999

		1894		104		2125.46761		489.2030166		2		1999

		1894		105		1636.264594		359.2274487		1		1999

		1893		105		1231.436947		300.8154345		2		1999

		1893		106		930.6215121		196.2579564		1		1999

		1892		106		690.3878484		176.7662791		2		1999

		1892		107		513.6215693		123.0079919		1		1999

		1891		107		374.2403001		109.0070822		2		1999

		1891		108		265.2332179		60.37515547		1		1999

		1890		108		206.8646271		52.63218666		2		1999

		1890		109		154.2324404		35.00227411		1		1999

		1889		109		125.4417122		35.00227411		2		1999

		1889		110		90.43943808		17.00110457		1		1999

		1888		110		64.70187434		14.00090964		2		1999

		1888		111		50.70096469		8.000519797		1		1999

		1887		111		42.68157621		12.0007797		2		1999

		1887		112		30.68079651		9.000584771		1		1999

		1886		112		16.03552933		1.000064975		2		1999

		1886		113		15.03546435		2.000129949		1		1999

		1885		113		19.45516054		5.000324873		2		1999

		1885		114		14.45483567		4.000259898		1		1999

		1884		114		6.292982471		2.000129949		2		1999

		1884		115		4.292852522		1.000064975		1		1999

		1883		115		5.589628689		2.000129949		2		1999

		1883		116		3.58949874		0		1		1999

		1882		116		1.462371423		0		2		1999

		1882		117		1.462371423		0		1		1999

		1881		117		3.499686474		1.000064975		2		1999

		1881		118		2.4996215		1.000064975		1		1999

		1880		118		2.125819879		0		2		1999

		1880		119		2.125819879		2.000129949		1		1999

		1879		119		0		0		2		1999

		1879		120		0		0		1		1999

		1878		120		1.000064975		1.000064975		2		1999

		1878		121		0		0		1		1999

		1877		121		0		0		2		1999

		1877		122		0		0		1		1999

		1876		122		0		0		2		1999

		1876		123		0		0		1		1999

		1875		123		0		0		2		1999

		1875		124		0		0		1		1999

		1874		124		0		0		2		1999

		1920		80						1		2000

		1919		80		731215.2941				2		2000

		1919		81						1		2000

		1918		81		662943.271				2		2000

		1918		82						1		2000

		1917		82		613965.2559				2		2000

		1917		83						1		2000

		1916		83		565010.5575				2		2000

		1916		84						1		2000

		1915		84		523332.8955				2		2000

		1915		85						1		2000

		1914		85		482444.8811				2		2000

		1914		86						1		2000

		1913		86		429325.1376				2		2000

		1913		87						1		2000

		1912		87		380132.9284				2		2000

		1912		88						1		2000

		1911		88		326661.5442				2		2000

		1911		89						1		2000

		1910		89		286193.2244				2		2000

		1910		90						1		2000

		1909		90		235955.8149				2		2000

		1909		91						1		2000

		1908		91		201768.6443				2		2000

		1908		92						1		2000

		1907		92		164239.9724				2		2000

		1907		93						1		2000

		1906		93		129612.8709				2		2000

		1906		94						1		2000

		1905		94		102042.0388				2		2000

		1905		95						1		2000

		1904		95		77802.72932				2		2000

		1904		96						1		2000

		1903		96		57812.85623				2		2000

		1903		97						1		2000

		1902		97		42663.37378				2		2000

		1902		98						1		2000

		1901		98		28342.62817				2		2000

		1901		99						1		2000

		1900		99		21578.06987				2		2000

		1900		100						1		2000

		1899		100		12832.6657				2		2000

		1899		101						1		2000

		1898		101		8932.582632				2		2000

		1898		102						1		2000

		1897		102		5496.760673				2		2000

		1897		103						1		2000

		1896		103		3625.292777				2		2000

		1896		104						1		2000

		1895		104		2192.566586				2		2000

		1895		105						1		2000

		1894		105		1277.037145				2		2000

		1894		106						1		2000

		1893		106		734.3635557				2		2000

		1893		107						1		2000

		1892		107		390.6135774				2		2000

		1892		108						1		2000

		1891		108		204.8580624				2		2000

		1891		109						1		2000

		1890		109		119.2301663				2		2000

		1890		110						1		2000

		1889		110		73.43833351				2		2000

		1889		111						1		2000

		1888		111		42.70044489				2		2000

		1888		112						1		2000

		1887		112		21.68021174				2		2000

		1887		113						1		2000

		1886		113		13.0353344				2		2000

		1886		114						1		2000

		1885		114		10.45457577				2		2000

		1885		115						1		2000

		1884		115		3.292787548				2		2000

		1884		116						1		2000

		1883		116		3.58949874				2		2000

		1883		117						1		2000

		1882		117		1.462371423				2		2000

		1882		118						1		2000

		1881		118		1.499556525				2		2000

		1881		119						1		2000

		1880		119		0.12568993				2		2000

		1880		120						1		2000

		1879		120		0				2		2000

		1879		121						1		2000

		1878		121		0				2		2000

		1878		122						1		2000

		1877		122		0				2		2000

		1877		123						1		2000

		1876		123		0				2		2000

		1876		124						1		2000

		1875		124		0				2		2000
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